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Yarra Junior Football League
Submission to NE Link Environmental Effects Statement
1. Summary of Submission
i.
Brief overview of submission including impact of project, issues, in principle position in relation
to project, collective and specific impacts
The YJFL understands the need for the NE Link tunnel & roadworks. The League is
willing to support the project, on the proviso that the impact on the YJFL is properly
understood, and that our preferred solution is supported. Otherwise, we have no choice
but to object to the proposal.
The YJFL position is that we would prefer to be located at the Henderson Seed Farm
(165 Templestowe Rd, Templestowe Lower). This solution is best for the YJFL, best
for Bulleen Park, & is supported by AFL Victoria & the soccer community including
the governing body (Football Victoria).
The YJFL is the largest junior football League in Australia, with over 11,200 players
in 2018, of which 2,600 are girls, making us also the largest girls football League in
Australia.
The YJFL ground and office at Bulleen Park are proposed to be used for North East
Link, and our office, grandstand and ground will be replaced.
Over the last 12 months, we have discussed with NELP the replacement of our facilities
at either:
• Bulleen Park, or
• Henderson Seed Farm (165 Templestowe Rd, Templestowe Lower)
In the last meeting with NELP staff, on Tuesday 14 May 2019, after many lengthy &
detailed discussions about the above 2 sites, & after the issuing of NELP EES with 7
options for Bulleen Park development, NELP staff advised us that we would need to
relocate to Ford Park in Ivanhoe, short term or long term, or we would have our usage
divided up across multiple grounds across the city. They confirmed there was no longterm plan other than Ford Park for the YJFL.
Ford Park is not one of the 7 options in the EES for the YJFL.
We have previously advised NELP of the following issues with their proposals:
•

Bulleen Park is a flood plain; it has always seemed to be impractical to re-locate
a large office and staff, as well as their cars and visitor parking, deep into a
flood plain. Information has not been provided about flood plain management,
meaning it hasn’t been addressed to our satisfaction (which needs to be
considered in the context of NELP trying to jam more activity into a smaller
land area). Health and safety issues have also not been properly addressed.
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For example:
o Evacuating staff in the event of a flood.
o How would cars be insured & other liability around life & property.
•

In addition, to have such a large office located so close to a construction site also
seems unsafe & impractical. Tens of thousands of visitors, all week long, attend
our office, and would have to have to navigate frequently changing traffic
conditions, as well as deal with noise, dust & vibration impacts.

•

Moving to Ford Park would require our parents to travel across the river at
peak times through 1 of 3 traffic bottlenecks, and this would lead to them not
attending games &/or training sessions, making their clubs less connected to
the League, and more likely to shift to adjacent Leagues. In short, it is a bad idea
to move a junior League too far away from a central location (see chart below).
We fear the breakup of our League.

The following ‘heat map’ chart represents the distribution of our community, and
shows diagrammatically how two-thirds of our community would have to cross the
river to get to Ford Park:

It is our view that NELP have misunderstood the impact of the project on the YJFL,
including our office, and have failed to consider the collective impact on the other
clubs. The fact the EES does not provide a workable solution for where our office
would be located, either in the interim or in the long-run, highlights this point.
___________________________________________________________________________________________________
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The YJFL facility at Bulleen Park contains the following:
§ An office for 8 full-time staff, and 12 part-time (honorarium) staff.
§ Storage for thousands of pieces of apparel sold by the League, hundreds of
footballs, and associated equipment
§ Canteen equipment and facilities
The YJFL’s preferred position about re-development of our outstanding regional
facility for AFL football is that we would like to relocate our existing 2 ground
tenancies (game day & training mid-week) to a facility with 2 grounds adjacent to our
pavilion, to accommodate the growth of our League, girl’s football, umpiring & our
representative programs with our partner AFL club Collingwood FC. We will partner
with the VAFA (Victorian Amateur Football Association) for Saturday women’s
games so our ground is used as a hub for female footy on Saturdays. These young
women, when they leave our junior competition, play on inadequate facilities,
making their continued participation less likely.
Our facility at Bulleen Park is described in the AFL Regional Facilities strategy as the
best facility in the eastern region. We attract tens of thousands of people to Bulleen Park
annually, and account for > 50% of the attendances in the area.
The YJFL proposes that we move to the seed farm, to enable the Bulleen Park precinct to
have more room to accommodate, and for the betterment of, all other users, namely
Golf, Tennis, Archery, Aeromodellers, AFL (Bulleen Templestowe DJFC), Soccer &
Cricket.
The site located on Templestowe Rd (known colloquially as the ‘seed farm’ site) is our
preferred location. It is big enough, has good access, and works could start
immediately, assuming that NELP & the State Government use their powers to acquire
the land and provide the funding. We would be relocating our existing 2 ground
tenancies to this site.
We have Bulleen Templestowe DJFC, AFL Victoria & Football Victoria (soccer)
support for this position. If the YJFL leaves Bulleen Park, and goes to the ‘seed farm’
site, then the soccer clubs at Veneto Club (FC Bulleen Lions & Templestowe United)
can stay at Bulleen Park, and be located adjacent to the Veneto club which is staying
where it is. Please see attached letters of support signed by parties noted above (see
appendix).
Bulleen Templestowe DJFC (one of the clubs in our League, who play their games at
Bulleen Park) are massively affected by the construction at Bulleen Park. They have
asked the League to schedule their games at Ted Adjani Reserve and Koonung Reserve,
as soon as construction commences. They fear ‘losing’ their club because of the
proximity of construction, as parents will take their children to other clubs with more
accessible facilities. If the YJFL is able to relocate to the seed farm site, our tenancy at
Koonung Reserve (game day & training) can be given up so that Bulleen Templestowe
can play their games at that ground.
___________________________________________________________________________________________________
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The Bulleen Park sporting community is united around this approach. A strategic
approach & vision is needed. We are hoping the Independent Advisory Committee
can provide this.
We are anxious & concerned about our future, because NELP haven’t worked this
through with the Bulleen Park stakeholders. We seek the Panel’s support for a
common-sense, practical, strategic, long-term approach to resolving this puzzle.

ii.

Summary to highlight key partners/supporting clubs
All soccer & AFL teams & clubs in the Bulleen Park support us leaving for a suitable
site. This includes:
• Veneto Club
• FC Bulleen Lions
• Templestowe United
• Bulleen Templestowe DJFC
• Yarra Junior Football League
• All 6 Manningham LGA Club Presidents from clubs competing in the YJFL (7 of
32 clubs, see attached letter of support).
• AFL Victoria
• Football Victoria (soccer)
• VAFA (Victorian Amateur Football Association)

___________________________________________________________________________________________________
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iii.

EES has not properly assessed overall community impact - project presents once in a generation
opportunity to resolve needs of a range of sporting clubs including the YJFL
The lack of understanding by NELP of the overall community impact on the YJFL &
Bulleen Park users generally means that a once in a generation opportunity to provide a
solution to all club’s needs may be missed. The exit of the YJFL from the existing
facilities at Bulleen Park provides room for all existing users to have their needs met,
providing that a suitable replacement site can be found.
That site is the Henderson seed farm site. We have been advised by NELP that the
issues with this site are as follows:
• A new 15-year lease signed by Parks Victoria, which makes it expensive to pay
out.
• Land Inundation overlays.
• Design & Development overlays.
We would respond by saying that:
•

This is a massive project, and of all the parties that could move from the
Bulleen Park area – including three wealthy private schools, Marcellin,
Trinity, Carey – moving the YJFL is the cheapest option by far. Is the
community being shortchanged by NELP for them to say that cost is the issue
here? And at what cost is this a good choice – is the breakup of the biggest
junior football League in the country a price we are prepared to pay?

•

The Land at the seed farm site appears higher than our existing office so we are
advised LSIO issues could be managed;

•

We are advised the DDO issues could also be managed, as there is a healthy tree
cover (on both sides) when looking across from the other side of the river.
Additionally, we would be building a single-story building.

•

Active open space should properly be viewed as a compatible use.

We are a junior football League, and have received no funds from the AFL or NELP to
respond to this project. It is very difficult to argue with an authority when you don’t
have qualified advisers in the room, and the authority doesn’t provide any written
evidence for us to properly assess their claims. For example:
•
•
•

about flooding at either the seed farm or Bulleen Park, or
overlays on preferred sites, or
new Floodplain building regulations (Middle Yarra Framework Plan).
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iv.

Summary of why other options are not supported including Bulleen Park and Ford Park
We do not prefer to stay at Bulleen Park because:
•

•
•

We don’t see how, for 7-10 years during the construction phase, we can run a
League of our size at Bulleen Park. NELP’s constant re-assurances that we must
stay, despite not having tendered or identified the precise site, have left us very
anxious.
Our office has to be operated throughout without interruption, and this can’t
occur at Bulleen Park according to recent discussions with NELP.
NELP has not offered to build anything at Bulleen Park – their offer to us now is
to move to Ford Park in Ivanhoe, as an interim or long-term measure.

We don’t support a move to Ford Park, Ivanhoe. This is not our preferred option
because the bottlenecks will be difficult for the parents to traverse during peak hours
for drop off/pick up, and if clubs can’t access our facilities, they will look to Leagues
that they are able to access. See map below showing the proximity of other Leagues:
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v.

Solution should be presented having regard to scale of project and significance of opportunity to
resolve YJFL and other sporting club needs
It is our view that a solution needs to be found that meets the needs of:
• Bulleen Park users
• Individual Clubs
• Bulleen & Manningham community overall
Manningham Council has made a significant investment in Bulleen Park, and to move
us to Ford Park takes that investment from Manningham LGA to Banyule LGA. If we
stay at the seed farm, the investment is in the Manningham LGA, for the Bulleen
community.
The YJFL is the obvious candidate to leave Bulleen Park, if a suitable facility can be
found that meets our needs. That site exists – at the seed farm site, in Manningham
LGA. The other clubs, especially the soccer community & Bulleen Templestowe DJFC,
do not want to leave.
This project provides an opportunity to replenish & upgrade the sporting facilities in
Manningham. We ask the Independent panel to grasp this opportunity to create a new
‘greenfield’ facility for the residents of Manningham, which would be able to quickly
plug the facility gaps created by this project.

vi.

Conclusion
The YJFL proposes that we move to the seed farm, to enable the Bulleen Park precinct to
have more room to accommodate Golf, Tennis, Archery, Aeromodellers, AFL (Bulleen
Templestowe DJFC), Soccer & Cricket.
Attempting to leave all existing tenants on-site, while taking land away, will result in a
sub-optimal solution for the community. It makes more sense to recognise the
limitations of Bulleen Park given the land needs of the road, and to accommodate the
League on a site that is available via Public Acquisition overlay (seed farm), and solve
the problem, for the benefit of everyone.
A project of this scale surely has to view it’s success by demonstrating net
community benefit. It is very clear to us that achievement of net community benefit
will only occur if our preferred option is implemented, benefitting both the YJFL and
all other clubs & codes that currently use Bulleen Park.

___________________________________________________________________________________________________
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2. Yarra Junior Football League
i.
Membership – numbers of boys and girls and clubs and growth/largest league statistics
The YJFL is the biggest junior football League in Australia, and the largest girls football
League in Australia.
The YJFL moved into Bulleen Park offices in 2010, on the basis of a design for the
League’s needs in 2008. In 2008, the YJFL was significantly smaller and had 2 staff,
almost all male players, & very few female players. Over the last 11 years, player
numbers have topped, 11,200, we have >120 girl’s teams, the number of games played
have grown 81%, and a further 8% growth is expected in the next 3 years:

It is worthwhile pointing out how much our girls football competitions have grown
over the last 10 years:

Total player numbers across Manningham are strong, with a total of 1,832 players, 490
of which are girls. Girls playing in Manningham has grown at a rate greater than our
League overall, growing at 60% in 2018, versus 31% across the League overall:

___________________________________________________________________________________________________
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i.

YJFL needs, Facility usage & Bulleen Park users/needs

The YJFL has grown from a League with a small operating budget & staff, focussing on
grading teams, producing fixtures & ladders & finals, into a much bigger financial &
logistical operation, meeting the needs of many more members of the community.
It is clear that the growth in girls footy, changes in community volunteering, & new
AFL initiatives, have changed the YJFL operations fundamentally. Accordingly, the
way we use our HQ at Bulleen Park is very different to the original requirement.
During business hours, meetings at YJFL Bulleen Park HQ are held every day, yearround, as you would expect in a busy office of 8+ staff.
Key aspects of our activities are:
•

81% growth in # of games since 2008, with flow on impact on # of grounds
needed, and # of umpires to be trained.
• Girls football, players, officials & teams, on a large scale.
• Reduced volunteer cohort to call upon for volunteer work.
• Medium sized-office, with 8 full-time and 12 part-time staff.
• More strategic relationships with Councils, as ground capacities being reached.
• Next Generation Academy (NGA) with Collingwood to develop our better
players, replacing some pathway programs (TAC Cup) and training year-round.
• AFL changes to Auskick & youngest player competitions, resulting in
standalone U8 & U9 competitions, with no win/loss results in U 10 competitions
to encourage participation.
• AFL staff based out of YJFL offices, providing coach development training and
management of Auskick programs regionally.
___________________________________________________________________________________________________
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The YJFL office, ground and stadium at Bulleen Park is considered to be the best facility
in the region for AFL junior football, according to the 2019 AFL Eastern Regional
Facilities Strategy, and is where all these programs are run from.
The YJFL, on behalf of our 32-member clubs and 11,200+ players, provides programs,
training and match day services for Umpires & Representative players, both boys &
girls. Our usage of our facilities can be summarised in the following 4 points:
1. The usage of the ground for playing/training for football & for umpiring training can
be summarised as follows:
•

During the football season (March-August):
o YJFL clubs conduct practice games before the season starts, on Saturdays &
Sundays in March.
o YJFL matches are conducted on all Sundays throughout the football season.
o The Yarra Magpies Academy (Collingwood and YJFL Representative
programs combined) have trials and then train on Monday and Wednesday
nights from March to June.
o YJFL umpires train on Wednesday nights from February to the end of
August (occasional Yarra Magpie Academy usage clashes mean the umpires
are moved elsewhere). A combined umpire development training program
is run with the VAFA on Monday nights.
o Other representative squads (Under 16, Under 12, Teams of Year) train as
needed.

•

During the off-season (September-February):
o AFL Victoria conduct pre-season Coaching courses at the ground.
o AFL Victoria conduct Auskick events and Auskick coach events on the
ground.
o The YJFL conduct an extensive Summer Development skills program for 8
to 12-year olds from September to February, Monday/Tuesday/Wednesday
nights.
o The YJFL conducts an Under 15 Talented player program from September to
February, involving training during the week and games on some
weekends. The program is for boys & girls.
Annual Usage of Bulleen Park Oval No. 1 by YJFL
No of days
No. of matches
No. of Attendees
YJFL Matches
22
90
10,640
Representative Matches
6
18
3,000
Umpire Training
15
1,050
AFL Vic Events
15
400
Other
8
8
350
TOTAL
15,090
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2. The usage of the ground by YJFL & AFL staff can be summarised as follows:
The YJFL and AFL staff the office all year round: 8 full-time staff and 12 part-time staff
use the ground as their workplace. This is a significant sized business; the YJFL is the
largest AFL junior football league, and growing strongly. The building was never meant
to be used by so many regular staff, and so a larger building is needed so we are able to
run our League.
The existing office has no meals area, has a 46 m2 office area for our 8 staff, and has a
small (14 m2) reception area, for a total of 60 m2. We need additional office space of
circa 110 m2, which will take our office space in the new building to a total of 170 m2.
Further detail on the required size of the replacement building is attached below, where
the AFL regional facility specifications are matched to our needs.
The additional 110 m2 of office space that we need is composed of:
•
•
•
•

Kitchenette & meals area – 20 m2
Office – 20 m2
Small meeting room – 15 m2
More desks & office space – 55 m2

3. The usage of the building for storage space can be summarised as follows:
The YJFL needs to store:
• League apparel for clubs to order
• Football equipment – portable goal posts, bump bags, footballs, etc
• Staff uniforms
• Canteen supplies
• Umpiring uniform stock
• Rep program uniform stock
• Summer Development Program uniform stock
• Office supplies & equipment
• Chairs & tables for the large meeting room (~170 chairs)
All storage space in the building has been used, to the extent that the umpire’s room is
currently being used to store over 500 footballs & other training equipment. In the offseason, when rep team coaches return their footballs, every cupboard including the
PABX/Comms cupboard, is used for football storage. We have no more room and need
more space to accommodate our growth needs.
Our main storage area is used to store ~170 chairs, & ~17 large round tables, which are
used when we run events.
We have two designated store rooms, measuring 8 m2 & 16 m2, and need ~50 m2 more,
depending on shelving options.

___________________________________________________________________________________________________
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4. The usage of the ground for meeting facilities for League & AFL events can be
summarised as follows:
The YJFL conducts regular meetings out of business hours at Bulleen Park:
• Board meetings – 10 per annum
• Sub-committee meetings – 12 per annum
• League General Meetings – 5 per annum
• First Aid courses – 10 per annum
• AFL Coaches courses – 6 per annum
• Tribunal hearings – 5-10 per annum
• Auskick meetings – 1 per annum
• AFL events – 6 per annum
Board meetings
Sub-committee meetings
League General Meetings
First Aid courses
AFL Coaches courses
Tribunal hearings
Auskick meetings
AFL events
TOTAL

No of days
10
12
5
10
6
5
1
6

Attendees per event
10
10
50
30
30
15
30
10

No. of Attendees
100
120
250
300
180
75
30
60
1,115

During business hours, meetings are held every day, year-round, as you would expect
in a busy office of 8+ staff.

All soccer & AFL teams & clubs in the Bulleen Park support us leaving for a suitable
site. This includes:
• Veneto Club
• FC Bulleen Lions
• Templestowe United
• Bulleen Templestowe DJFC
• Yarra Junior Football League
• All 7 Manningham LGA Club Presidents from clubs competing in the YJFL (6 of
32 clubs, see attached letter of support).
• AFL Victoria
• Football Victoria (soccer)
The soccer community (all clubs and the governing code) all strongly support our
submission that the YJFL should be relocated to a new site, and the soccer community
should be given the existing soccer facilities at Bulleen Park, any new pitch on the
meaning land from Oval 1, and the current YJFL pavilion. (see attached appendix for
letters of support).
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ii.

Explain Local Government boundaries and relevance
The local government boundaries unfortunately cross through Bulleen Park.
Boroondara Council has made it clear they want to relocate their tennis &/or golf
facilities onto Manningham land, and Manningham has basically said, ‘over my dead
body’.
We believe that this ‘turf’ war between Manningham & Boroondara Councils has lead
to the development of a sub-optimal solution for the community at Bulleen Park,
including the YJFL.
See municipal boundary below marked red (the YJFL office and ground is in the white
circle):

___________________________________________________________________________________________________
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Boroondara & Manningham do not agree on how to handle the re-location of tennis &
golf, and have been so antagonistic toward each other they were happy to take their
debates through the Press very early on: (see below, from a briefing by Manningham
Council on 3 December 2018)

___________________________________________________________________________________________________
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We believe that the NELP process has resulted in a 3-oval AFL solution for
Manningham at Bulleen Park to bulk up the Bulleen Park usage, and provide no room
for compromise with Boroondara Council.
It is hard for us to believe that our League is now so vulnerable, and our existence
put in question. Given the soccer & AFL communities are so united on the alternative
use of this land outlined in this submission, it is hard to conclude anything other
than the EES presents an unsatisfactory solution, that has misunderstood the impacts
on both the YJFL and the broader community.
The Manningham Council adopted plan (Yarra River Corridor Concept Plan) for the
seed farm is as a ‘mixed use’ sporting precinct, which is completely compatible with the
use we propose: (see below)

___________________________________________________________________________________________________
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3. Impact of NE Link Project on Bulleen Park
i.
Detail of impact of NE link on Bulleen Park – physical impact and timing of impact
NE Link is going to have a massive impact on Bulleen Park:
•
•
•
•
•

ii.

The entry points will be affected by construction for 7-10 years, and will start
almost immediately.
Tennis & golf facilities owned by Boroondara need to be replaced somewhere in
or around Bulleen Park (there is no land in Boroondara).
Bulleen Park is a floodplain, limiting building options.
Land is in short supply elsewhere, so those sites that are available need to be
taken advantage of.
The project starts at Bulleen Park so the opportunity to phase work to minimise
the impact is limited.

‘Immediate’ impact on front oval and need to plan for ultimate solution not ‘temporary’ fix
Given that Bulleen Park is amongst the first parts of the physical works for the
project, the need for alternative plans for the users in the precinct are urgent. The
YJFL is a very large League, with a substantial office and staff, and plans for us to
continue managing the League need to be urgently prepared. Central to this is the
identification of the location for our future home, and to date, NELP has not put
anything in writing regarding how arrangements for our future will proceed. This
has caused us great concern and anxiety, and put our organization to significant cost
to discuss alternatives with our fellow sporting organisations and elected leaders.
The alternative sites were identified by NELP in late 2018, as per this briefing chart copy
showing the seed farm (H M Clause) site, amongst others:

Most recently, NELP has been very keen to discuss interim options, which makes us
worry that a longer-term home won’t be found unless the Panel makes such a finding.
___________________________________________________________________________________________________
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iii.

Include plans showing impact
The ‘seed farm’ site will easily accommodate 2 regional sized ovals, away from power
lines, and our office, parking & grandstand:

AFL GROUND No1

CAR PARKING

x 110

AFL GROUND No2
HUB

ENTRY
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4. Consultation with North East Link Project
i.
Summarise forms of consultation with NELP
We have met with NELP staff on approximately 10 occasions over the last 12 months.
Those meetings are not minuted nor do they result in any written commitments from
NELP. This has caused us great anxiety and resulted in substantial extra cost in the
form of hiring town planners, lobbyists & extra staff to handle the running of the
League while our Managers respond.
NELP have consistently stated they will not make any contribution to the costs of
engaging with them.

ii.

Difficulties in gaining access to information and lack of understanding of NELP of YJFL needs
The YJFL does not know where it’s office will be located after the end of 2020.
NELP have made no commitment to pay rent & other costs for whatever interim office
arrangements we will need.
It is hard to believe alternative buildings will be available when we have to leave
Bulleen in 2020.
NELP have strongly indicated we should stay in our existing office, adjacent to the
works, but have provided us with no noise/dust/vibration studies to persuade us it
will be safe to base our office there. NELP have maintained they can’t make any
commitments until the works are tendered and the contractors chosen, yet have
recommended we stay in our office, which is 20 metres from the oval (& therefore the
construction zone). We understand the studies that have been done are 120m to
residential areas, and so unsuitable to assess the occupational health & safety of our
office staff.
NELP have steadfastly maintained that their 7 options in the EES – that have us locating
onto a new office building deep within Bulleen Park – will be able to handle floods (it is
a flood plain).
Bulleen Park is a flood plain, and it has always seemed to be impractical to re-locate a
large office and staff, as well as their cars and visitor parking, deep into a flood plain.
Information has not been provided about flood plain management meaning it hasn’t
been addressed (which needs to be considered in the context of NELP trying to jam
more activity into a smaller land area). Health and safety issues have also not been
properly addressed. For example:
o
o

Evacuating staff in the event of a flood.
How would cars be insured & other liability around life & property.
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Provided below are photos of extensive flooding in Bulleen Park in 2011:
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NELP have said they would provide facilities that would meet our current needs (we
are in an office that was built for 2 staff, not the 8 that currently work here). Now they
are saying they will give us ‘like-for-like’, or ‘what we have’ in other words (which isn’t
adequate for this once in a generation opportunity), and at the same time they are
putting more buildings & facilities into a smaller space – which is a flood plain!
Our growth has come almost exclusively from girls footy, and this growth is in
jeopardy if suitable facilities can’t be arranged.
In the most recent meeting, NELP have abandoned either an interim or long-term
solution being at Bulleen Park, and are strongly suggesting we move to Ford Park.
While we welcome this development as an interim solution, we think this shows how
inadequate the planning by NELP of the whole EES (for Bulleen Park users) has been –
all 7 options involve building the YJFL HQ in the flood plain (and none involve Ford
Park).
We are anxious & concerned by the above. We hope & trust the Advisory Panel can find
a solution beyond the EES proposals.
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5. Community Impact Assessment
i.
Importance of community impact assessment as component of EES (with reference to terms of
reference if relevant)
A community impact assessment is a central part of the EES.
The assessment provided appears to say that the impacts are short term - this
conclusion grossly underestimates the impact and the need for a strategic response to
address the impact on the Bulleen & Manningham community.
All soccer & AFL teams & clubs in the Bulleen Park support us (YJFL) leaving Bulleen
Park for a suitable site. They are all significantly affected by the inadequate impact
assessment:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Veneto Club – loss of community usage of their facility due to players games
being relocated a long way away from Bulleen Park.
FC Bulleen Lions – loss of pitches for juniors adjacent to their clubhouse.
Templestowe United – loss of pitches and their temporary clubhouse.
Bulleen Templestowe DJFC – inability to run the club for 7-20 years as player
and families will go to clubs that have straightforward access.
Yarra Junior Football League – as detailed in this submission.
AFL Victoria – potentially look at the weakening or break up of the biggest
junior football League
Football Victoria (soccer) – loss of junior facilities and connection to one of their
biggest clubs (FC Bulleen Lions).

It is our view that a strategic response for the benefit of the whole community is as
described in this submission.

ii.

Summary of deficiencies of Community Impact assessment Report
The deficiencies of the Community Impact Assessment are:
•
•
•
•
•
•

It understates the impact on our office arrangements, and doesn’t suggest
anywhere it can go.
It assumes that the YJFL will be relocated within Bulleen Park for the 7-10 year
construction period.
It has no solution to the flooding issues for a large community sporting
organisation’s office.
It does not deal with the Middle Yarra Framework plan and building
limitations.
It makes no assessment of the safety of YJFL staff that will be expected to work
within a construction zone.
It doesn’t mention Ford Park at all.
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6. Middle Yarra River Strategic/Concept Plan
i.
Summarise relationship between EES and Middle Yarra River Strategic/Concept Plan
The EES proposes significant building within the flood plain at Bulleen Park, as well as
infill options at the Drive-in site and the Driving range.
The Middle Yarra River Strategic/Concept Plan has created significant uncertainty
around what can be built on the flood plain:
§

The Draft Framework Plan is from the DELWP and is dealing with outcomes
within a small portion of the Middle Yarra River, including proposed
development inside the floodplain.

§

Within the supporting documents (available online), the Incitus document from
Afflux Consulting stakes out a position that states Melbourne Water is against
developing within the floodplain and provides some initial technical detail.

§

Melbourne Water in meetings have said that their opposition is 'philosophical’
(rather than technical) opposition' to development within the floodplain - as
recently as last week. All things remaining as is, this will be seen in their own
submission to the Advisory Committee. And as they stated, this is also the same
position they held at the 2003 Bulleen Drive-In site Advisory Committee
(Chaired by Helen Gibson), where they were essentially overruled at that
Advisory Committee, as it was felt that development could be achieved, and it
needed to demonstrate a community benefit.

§

In short, some people are wrongly confusing the Draft Framework Plan as the
source of Melbourne Water discomfort with approving development in the
floodplain. What is at stake, is that if our Advisory Committee and the Final
Framework Plan and Ministerial decision sides with Melbourne Water's
'philosophy' it sets a standard about development in the floodplain in the
Middle Yarra Corridor and larger Yarra River Corridor that they will
implement. That would be very difficult for sports clubs, existing and future
uses.

§

Further, the Draft ‘Framework Plan’ ends literally next door to Bulleen Park at
the Veneto Club. This is the same continuous Middle Yarra River Catchment,
and Melbourne Water are the Referral Authority for all development within the
floodplain. In this case with Bulleen Park, land areas are covered by existing
Urban Flood Zone and/or Land Subject to Inundation Overlays (LSIO).
Melbourne Water’s Referral Authority status within land impacted by these
flood controls are setout clearly in a range of areas including a Melbourne Water
policy document available online called 'Guidelines for Development in Floodprone Areas' – see page 7.

§

So: the issue in summary is that Bulleen Park is located in the same Middle
Yarra River catchment, has the same referral authority of Melbourne Water, and
the NELP redevelopment there would deal with the same issues of
development in the floodplain literally metres away from where the Framework
Plan ends.
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ii.

Summarise key sites including Seed Farm site and driving range etc
There are 4 infill sites affected by the above, with massive consequences for the sporting
community in Manningham & Bulleen - see below:

It is unclear which planning approach will take precedence – the EES or the Middle
Yarra Framework plan – and so they seem to be operating in parallel at the moment.
This is very difficult, because the rules have differing impacts on the same land. It
would appear they should operate sequentially, with it being clear which rules have
priority, or potentially all EES options for the replacement of sporting facilities will be
redundant.
NELP have offered no comment on these arrangements. They have however shifted
their discussions with us away from the options in the EES, toward relocating the YJFL
at Ford Park.
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7. Preferred Outcome
i.
Preferred option including benefits to YJFL and other clubs
The preferred option for the YJFL is to relocate to the seed farm site.
It is the YJFL’s position that for us to handle the growth of the league, we see NEL as an
opportunity to consolidate our current two-ground usage into a single site, where we
have a pavilion that can be served by a grandstand, scoreboard, office, large communal
meeting room & regional-facility standard changerooms. A major benefit of this would
be the creation of a girls footy hub, where Saturday games are run by the VAFA
(Victorian Amateur Football Association) for their girls teams, who were previously our
junior players, who presently play on inadequate facilities.
This move has substantial benefits for the soccer clubs that use Bulleen Park, as well as
the other clubs that can use the tenancies that the YJFL will vacate.
The new facility would be to AFL regional facility standard/guidelines, supplemented
as follows (the AFL regional facility guidelines do not envisage an office, and are built
around playing facilities):

8 changerooms are necessary to accommodate girls football at both grounds; without it,
it is difficult to schedule girls games before or after boys games. The AFL regional
guidelines are based on 1 ground at the location, and 4 changerooms for that ground.
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We recognise that existing tenancies at Bulleen Park Ovals 2 & 3 are:
• Bulleen Templestowe DJFC – 2 grounds, & other games at Ted Adjani
• Yarraleen Cricket Club – 2 grounds (summer)
• YJFL – Monday & Wednesday night training & overflow games on Sundays

ii.

Timeframe for preferred option
Relocation to the seed farm site could be achieved in a few years. It would involve the
decision to acquire the land, submission of the plans for development, and the interim
relocation of the YJFL to a new office. The ground would be used by the YJFL in
replacement of our existing tenancies, so further grounds would be made available
within Manningham for other uses, and Manningham would receive much needed new
sporting fields very quickly.
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8. What is requested
i.
Summary of what is requested for the YJFL and other clubs – with the support of the other clubs
YJFL background
The YJFL is the biggest junior football League in Australia. We have over 11,200 players, as
well as 2,600+ girls, making us also the biggest girls League in Australia. We extend from
Fitzroy & Brunswick, north to Preston, east to Bundoora, Greensborough & Warrandyte,
then south to Park Orchards, to Macleod, to Greensborough to Warrandyte, then south
through Doncaster, Camberwell, Glen Iris, Hawthorn & Ashburton. We have 1,800+ players
in Manningham, including ~500 girls. Girls footy is growing at 40% per annum over the last
3 years across the League, and at 60% pa in Manningham in 2018.
YJFL facilities at Bulleen Park
YJFL HQ at Bulleen Park, which includes a large regional standard ground, an office that
houses 8 full-time and 12 part-time (honorarium) staff, and changerooms and storage. North
East Link requires the complete removal of the building & oval. The Bulleen Park facilities
are the best AFL Eastern Regional Facilities, as per the recent AFL & Local Council
sponsored facilities study.
Bulleen Park is the hub for our best games, umpire training, including VAFA umpire
development programs, representative programs with YJFL/Collingwood Academy, and a
meeting place for League events. Over 15,000 people visit the ground annually for games,
and another 2,000 attends for meetings and League events.
The ground is conveniently located for access by all our clubs, being central within our
geographic area, and has become the point for our community to come together.
Problem
NELP has now proposed that we move to Ford Park in Ivanhoe, a solution that would
probably lead to the break-up of the League - two-thirds of our member clubs would find
accessing that ground across the ‘Yarra Flats’ very difficult. Players and families could not
travel across the bottlenecks easily at the times children have to play (5pm-9pm). The NELP
position has evolved from when the EES was prepared, and simply doesn’t appear to be a
considered or careful position.
Proposed Solution
The ‘Seed Farm’ site in Templestowe Rd would be suitable for an office, grandstand & 2
ovals. All 6 YJFL Club Presidents in Manningham support this proposal (see attached letter
of support). There may be other sites to use for us as a replacement facility. This strategy is
supported by AFL Victoria. The benefits of this are:
•

Quickly adds to the stock of sporting facilities in Manningham, by adding 2 ovals in
the near-term.

•

Enables YJFL to aggregate its existing 2 ground Sunday tenancies (Oval 1 &
Koonung Reserve) onto 1 site, where the 2-ovals & YJFL HQ would be located. The
YJFL could then release its current tenancy at Koonung Reserve & Bulleen Park
Oval 1 for other uses.

•

Enables the YJFL to release it’s Monday & Wednesday night training tenancies at
Bulleen Park Ovals 2 & 3 back to Bulleen Templestowe DJFC, or other football clubs.
The YJFL would also relinquish it’s Monday & Wednesday night training tenancy at
Koonung Reserve back to Manningham Council.
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•

Enables FC Bulleen Lions/Veneto Club (soccer clubs) to retain the 2 pitches in
Bulleen Park, and have a 3rd pitch on the remnant of Oval 1, and most importantly,
stay located adjacent to their existing Veneto club building & soccer pitches. (The
soccer clubs and Football Victoria strongly support this).

•

Create a hub of excellent facilities for female Saturday footy, by partnering with
senior VAFA (AFL) amateur clubs where our young women play after they finish in
juniors. They presently play on inadequate grounds, which don’t have satisfactory
facilities, across virtually all senior clubs.

•

Run the AFL pathway programs with Collingwood FC, for both boys and girls in
equal numbers, year-round. The programs have now extended into
September/October/November, & February/March.

•

Run our Summer Development Program (for boys 9-12 and girls 9-15) across
October/November and Feb/March in the off-season, so our younger players are
developed prior to their entry into the Yarra Magpies Academy with Collingwood.

•

Bulleen Templestowe DJFC (one of the clubs in our League, who play their games at
Bulleen Park) are massively affected by the construction at Bulleen Park. They have
asked the YJFL to schedule their games at Ted Adjani Reserve, and Koonung
Reserve as soon as construction commences. They fear ‘losing’ their club during
construction, as parents will take their children to other clubs with more accessible
facilities. If the YJFL is able to relocate to the seed farm site, our tenancy at Koonung
Reserve can be given up so that Bulleen Templestowe can play their games at that
ground.
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9. Other YJFL clubs affected
i.

Bulleen Templestowe DJFC
Bulleen Templestowe DJFC (District Junior Football Club) are massively affected by the
construction at Bulleen Park. As one of our clubs, we roster games on the other 2 ovals
(Ovals 2 & 3) at Bulleen Park on Sundays: (behind the existing soccer fields)

Bulleen Templestowe fear ‘losing’ their club during construction, as parents will take
their children to other clubs with more accessible facilities.
If the YJFL is able to relocate to the seed farm site, our tenancy (game day & training)
at Koonung Reserve can be given up so that Bulleen Templestowe can play their
games at that ground.
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Bulleen Templestowe DJFC have asked the League to schedule their games at Ted
Adjani Reserve, and Koonung Reserve as soon as construction commences:
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ii.

St Marys JFC
The Yarra Junior Football League is fully supportive of the proposal submitted by St Mary’s
JFC to upgrade the facilities at both Whatmough Park and Greensborough Park.
Their submission highlights the current usage requirements of AK Lines Reserve from both
football clubs. If AK Lines were to become unavailable for use, this would have severe
implications on both club’s abilities to cater for all players based on current usage of
facilities and these facilities current capabilities and capacity.
The submission provides pro-active suggestions that will help mitigate the requirements of
needing to use AK Lines Reserve going forward.
Alternatives to the use of AK Lines Reserve
Football Matches & Training
Both Whatmough Park and Greensborough could have higher utilisation if some current
short-comings were addressed which would potentially remove the reliance on AK Lines:
1.

Improved Lighting Whatmough Park inclusive of match quality lighting and
additional lighting at the western end of the ground would enable:
o training to be conducted safely at the Western End of the park beyond the goal
posts (see Diagram A below) removing the training reliance on AK Lines and
reducing the training usage of Greensborough Park.
o matches to be played on Friday Nights, Saturday Nights and Sunday Twilight,
potentially removing the need to utilize AK Lines for matches. Friday night
football would be very suitable for the Junior Club, whilst Saturday Night &
Sunday Twilight Football would be suitable for the Senior Women’s Team who
typically play on Sundays. (this would also require some netting/fencing on
the Eastern Side of the Park behind the goals to prohibit balls entering the river
area, which would be particularly unsafe at night.

2.

Net/Fencing at the Eastern End of Whatmough Park
o As above, this would assist in night games being able to be played eliminating
the risk of footballs entering into the river at the eastern end of Whatmough
Park, particularly a danger during night or low light times

3.

Improved Lighting Greensborough Park to match quality lighting.
o Improved Lighting at Greensborough Park will enable night games to be
played on Friday nights expanding the capacity of the fixturing.

4.

Greensborough Park Surface replaced.
o Both clubs become depending on AK Lines due to the wear and tear and poor
condition of Greensborough Park. Whilst item 1 above may enable training
demands to potentially be eased of Greensborough Park, the surface in the
middle of winter can become not fit for purpose, increasing the reliance on AK
Lines. If the ground was resurfaced along with the items above, this would
likely eliminate the need to utilise AK Lines at all.
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Diagram A: below shows the current location of Whatmough Park – the area shaded on the
left (western end) is the area that could be used for training if the lighting was suitable. The
Red area on the right would be where a fence/net would be required to prevent the balls
going into the river.

Diagram B: shows the relationship between Whatmough Park and Greensborough Park.

The displacement of both clubs from their current arrangements at AK Lines will impact
significantly.
The solutions provided above will allow the clubs to continue to manage the match day and
training commitments required to ensure that all our players participation is disrupted to a
minimal level. Importantly focusing our training and match day activities at our home
facilities will help to continue to grow our clubs to enable us to provide a sustainable
community activity for our players, members and supporters.
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iii.

Macleod JFC
Macleod JFC is an important club in the YJFL in the Northern suburbs.
Upon review of the Environmental Effects Statement released on 10 April 2018, Macleod JFC
has concerns about the possible relocation of the club from Winsor Reserve for seasons 20212027 during the North East Link Construction to play competition matches at De Winton
Reserve and training to a new shared facility at Greensborough College.
The Yarra Junior Football League are fully supportive of a proposal submitted by Macleod
JFC to develop a new facility at Macleod College to accommodate the growing needs of the
club through the period of North East Link construction and beyond. Their submission
supports the development of junior football in Macleod and surrounding areas, while
helping to maintain the current levels of growth the has experienced in recent years,
particularly in female football participation.
To summarise their submission:
Upon review of the Environmental Effects Statement released on 10 April 2018, MJFC has
concerns about the possible relocation of the club from Winsor Reserve for seasons 20212027 during the North East Link Construction to play competition matches at De Winton
Reserve and training to a new shared facility at Greensborough College.
The MJFC believes the development of a new shared sporting facility at Macleod College
would be a better alternative option and this submission outlines the reasons and rationale
for the Club reaching this position.
The MJFC strongly believes there is an opportunity to develop a new shared sporting
facility at Macleod College that would be a better alternative option than moving
competition matches to De Winton Reserve and training to a new shared facility at
Greensborough College.
The reasons that MJFC has reached this position include:
1.

Greensborough College is located too far from our membership base and we believe
our families will not travel to Greensborough College and this places MJFC at the
risk of losing players and kids not participating in sport in general;

2.

Asking our junior members and family (many of whom live close to existing
facilities and walk, ride or travel by PT) to travel to Greensborough Secondary
College requires they cross a number of busy roads which potentially raises
significant safety concerns;

3.

Logistically Macleod College is significantly closer to Macleod Park than
Greensborough Secondary College and would allow both the MJFC and Macleod
Cricket Club to develop a home precinct with the close proximity between Macleod
Park and Macleod College and to foster stronger links with Macleod College;
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4.

The development of Macleod College creates a valuable opportunity to increase the
number of sports facilities available within the Banyule City Council region and
help to alleviate current and future sports facility supply and demand issues. At
present the ground is not used to its full capacity and is in poor condition. Any
development would benefit the local area and the school.

5.

The proposed reinstatement of Winsor Park as set out in the EES, would be
acceptable for MJFC in that the ground would be re-sown, a new pitch installed, an
irrigation system installed and lights would be placed on the ground (floodlights).
MJFC would ask that consideration be given to either rebuilding the facilities at
Winsor Park once construction has concluded or that a refurbishment of the existing
facilities should occur, so that the facilities can be brought up to current community
sports facility standards.
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Appendices:
•
•
•
•

YJFL – 6 Manningham Club Presidents - letter of support
AFL Victoria & Football Victoria - letter of support
VAFA (Victorian Amateur Football Association) - letter of support
Existing tenancies for YJFL in Manningham
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